It's 2017! Can you believe it? A happy and prosperous year to all of us! After 40 years, Bruce and I have moved from the Citadel. Heart-wrenching! Our new address will be PO Box 799, Sullivan's Island, SC 29482. Street address is 1712 Thompson Avenue, Sullivan's Island, SC 29482 but we prefer mail to our PO Box please! Sullivan's is only 15 minutes from downtown so not much will change but the address. I will use my cell phone (843-509-2848) and the s a m e l a n d l i n e (843-723-3536) . The fax line is not operational right now so please scan or email if at all possible.
Hot off the press!!! The Charleston Conference dates for 2017 have changed slightly. Due to an egregious scheduling error on the part of the Gaillard Center, we are forced to move the conference dates up by one day. The preconferences will now be held on Monday and Tuesday, 11/6 and 11/7, the Vendor Showcase will be on Tuesday, 11/7, and the main conference will run Wednesday through Friday, 11/8 -11/10. We have not changed dates for future years! And Ann Okerson's liblicense-l has completed 20 years of publication. January 2017 will begin the 21st year! Congratulations to Ann and the Liblicense team! Heather Ruland Staines has started the new year in a new position! She is now at Hypothes.is a startup which brings a new layer to the web helping us to discuss, collaborate, and organize research and take personal notes. The findings raise two key questions: Why does it cost that much to publish monographs today? And, does it need to be that way?
The essays included here all speak to the more qualitative side of the business of publishing. What is the substance of this work that takes so much time, and ends up costing so much? Noting that acquisitions work can take years is fine, but what does that really mean? Certain key elements in scholarly publishing -peer review is a perfect example 2 -must be clarified to have real meaning: the peer review conducted by an OA STEM journal publisher is unlikely to be the same process, for the same ends, at the same cost, as the process undertaken by a scholarly book publisher reviewing an important new work in an emerging field. When publishers, funders, university administrators and library-based publications programs start talking about the "cost" of publishing, it's Contributors to this issue each address a specific function of book publishing today. Authors were challenged not to "justify" the work they do today, but to imagine a world with monographs in digital and open access formats. What changes would their work require? Could it be done differently? What elements of publishing might be able to go, and which should be defended at all costs?
Publishing starts with acquisitions work, as editors determine which books a press publishes, how the works are identified and/or developed over time. Dennis Lloyd, Director at the university of Wisconsin Press, highlights the value the publisher plays in "sifting and winnowing," by mercifully narrowing down the pool of material, so that readers can more quickly identify the works most suited to them. Richard Carlin, Executive Editor at Oxford university Press, published author, and veteran of presses large and less large, offers a glimpse into the intensive work involved in seeking out and shaping a strong thematic list of titles over time, with the reputation and reach to support existing authors and to attract new ones.
Jenya Weinreb, Managing Editor of Yale university Press, brings us into the ring, so to speak, to observe the collegial mano a mano many press staff have with their authors as they work together on the substance of a manuscript. Copyediting -another term often wrongly interpreted as little more than proofreadinghere receives graceful treatment, explained as an intimate process whereby copyeditors coax the text and its authors to greater clarity.
As scholarly books move to a digital-first environment, Press Directors are actively hoping to understand which elements might be economized, in the service of cost and time savings. John Sherer, Spangler Family Director of The university of North Carolina Press, provocatively argues that dust jackets and perhaps cover art itself may well become a thing of the past, as other means of discovery -metadata-led search, reader referral, and so forth -are increasingly important in an online environment.
The Costs of Publishing Monographs study made sure to capture activities including marketing and distribution (with the exception of print books, and activities tied only to sales further research as well as works of theater, public discourse and community building, a mission-based bulls-eye.
Jessica Lawrence-Hurt, International & Institutional Sales & Marketing Manager at
The MIT Press takes us to the outer limits of imagining how existing sales infrastructure can still be highly relevant even in a post-sales world. Writing about distribution channels, she makes a compelling case for this as a key strategy for making sure that new scholarship finds its audience locally and globally. She notes that the pressure of having to make the case for why a sales rep should pitch it to a bookseller, why a bookseller ought to purchase copies for their shop, why a customer ought to make the choice to purchase the book -is a process of iteration, ongoing refinement based on market feedback that helps to improve the value of the work to its audience.
Digital formats hold out the opportunity for great innovations, but these are not always accompanied by cost savings. Rather, Susan Doerr, Assistant Director, Digital Publishing and Operations Manager of The university of Minnesota Press, describes both the pleasures and constraints she has witnessed in implementing Manifold, a browser-based publishing platform. Along with the enticing potential to include more and varied media, she describes the additional time and cost required for metadata creation and rights clearance, suggesting that boundless may not always be better.
Becky Brasington Clark, Director of the Library of Congress Publishing Office, shares with us the importance of building books to be accessible to those with disabilities, the challenges that can face publishers undertaking this, and some practical guidance for those just getting started. Here, too, she sees the benefits as potentially vast, but cost savings is not likely to be among them.
Finally, Carey Newman, Director of Baylor university Press, throws caution to the wind with a full-throated appeal for the pleasures of the book. He takes us back to when publishers were printers and books were precious objects, when publishers "lavished attention on covers, font, leading, gutters, margins, headers, trim sizes. Publishers have long labored over prefaces, introductions, prose, notes, and conclusions." He argues that even today, "Publishing is not technology, though it employs technology. Publishing is not a business, though it depends on money. Publishing is art."
Reconciling Art and Business: The Future of Scholarly Book Publishing
It seems to me that there are a few ways forward, both for those already in the publishing business and those just getting started:
• Existing publishers may want to re-assess the effort they are spending on different parts of their lists in light of the aims of those lists. Discussions at the 20 presses in the study suggested that staff in many roles want to devote the same level of craft to all the books they produce and see continued on page 10 as possible, while still retaining the high qualities that authors and their readers appreciate. The essays in this collection highlight just a few of the values that publishing activities and their practitioners offer to the scholarly lifecycle. As scholars, publishers, librarians and all others in the scholarly communications chain continue to experiment with new formats, new business models, and new organizational structures, coming back to a discussion of the value of the various activities that together constitute "publishing" may be a good way to avoid decisions that are made based on spreadsheets alone. books-and-toolkits/digital-monograph-costing-tool this as a mark of quality. For which titles is the "art" of publishing in fact a business necessity? In which cases might it be less important?
• One possible first step is a close assessment of where a press' costs lie today. My colleague Kim Schmelzinger and I developed a Monograph Costing Tool 3 for the AAuP that permits publishers to study a group of already-published titles, by examining staff time, direct costs and overheads.
• For those publishers just getting started and considering OA models, it will be worth considering which of the values of the full publishing acquisitions -developmentproduction -design -promotion -distribution cycle are worth maintaining and investing in. Some may seem to be "sales-related" but also have deep mission-based value. Which ones will help advance the ultimate aim of creating new works of scholarship? Which will insure that those works of scholarship are of highest quality, are well-produced,
The Value of Publishing ... from page 8
and are found and enjoyed by the readers who need them? • Publishers will want to define for themselves which books will be better served via an OA-subsidy model, and which they prefer to develop and sell. An obvious way would be to determine which titles are the ones that will ultimately cost more than they generate. Deciding this is notoriously difficult. (Publisher: "About half my books break even or better; the other half lose money." Critic: "Why not only publish the half that sell?" Rimshot.) Scholarly books have a notoriously slow fuse. Some may take a few seasons to start to catch on, perhaps as course adoption titles. Those that do may continue to sell well for years. None of this may be at all obvious at the start. Still, it may be necessary to define a type of book for which a quick and efficient distribution method is valuable, and perhaps sufficient. For titles a publisher sees as diamonds in the rough, and sees the potential in a deeper investment, they may choose a different path. The next few years will be a fascinating time, as publishers of all types wrestle with the tensions of sharing scholarship as broadly
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